
(Quotes and personal notes concerning Christianity) 

"Seek and you will find." 

A true believer is one that surrenders completely regardless of whether the period is one of harvest or 
one of full tribulation, and thus becomes whole in body (intellect) and spirit. 

"We look for the resurrection of the dead (those in lower consciousness being raised by Christ into higher 
consciousness while in the body), and the life of the world to come." 

Because of free will, and the natural law associated with it, those in 
higher consciousness (those who transcend to learn how to be 
"spirits in the material world") will not interfere with other people's 
decision on when to take on more awareness although in faith, they 
will visibly make it available for others along their search to either 
take or leave, depending on resonance. The more aware we become, 
the faster we vibrate and the higher we go on the dimensional scale 
into what Christians call their "glorified body". For those left brain 
oriented, this is related to a person's quantum theory energy field. 
Spiritual and religious practices, help a person develop their right 
brain intuitive side. This will strengthen a person's pineal gland, 
helping them move into wholeness, instead of living purely through 
their intellect. Just like there are many levels in higher education 
(master's degree, doctorate etc), the same is true at the spiritual 
level, even though most people just believe it to be more of a 
religious liking without attaching much meaning to preference. 

This must be perfected just as much as the educational side of an individual and at the highest levels 
(Christ Consciousness) equate it to being in an enlightened state which is far different from lower level 
ceremony participation and worship. This also must be accomplished during physical life and not after, 
since a person's achieved consciousness level determines where they go after physical life into the 
spiritual, non-physical realm. Many people are restricted in their growth by not adhering to this spiritual 
practice believing something is going to happen post physical life instead.  A person who doesn't 
increase energy levels to become resurrected during life, will not be resurrected at physical  death.

For those seeking to find this information, they will find it when looking or asking in a sincere way 
(heart-based seeking and surrendering with an open mind). In all cases, it will only be noticed because of 
some common thread between individuals to share the information. Otherwise, people always hang 
around their own comfort zone, around others of like consciousness and similar ideas, eliminating many 
other ways of receiving and believing the source of this type of information. People not in tune with 
higher spiritual groups have no reason to know or understand how they are manifesting their lives that 
are probably quite different from others.  

A person truly in surrender and following Jesus allows that experience to be brought to them, instead of 
forcing an experience wanted. During this process, individual items will be worked through to help a 
person increase their consciousness, bringing the wanted experience into reality in natural time within 
natural laws. There is no need for an external teacher, because of the faith from the internal growth 
and methods that then shows up in the person's outer world experience. Outwardly, most people will 
just see what they expect to see and no more. What they see will be directly related to the achieved 
consciousness level that a person has obtained.  
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Remember, not everyone witnessed Jesus' miracles. Only those who had a high enough 
awareness or faith on how they could occur. Many more didn't, and were skeptical 
which then led to His Crucifixion. It is quite illogical that anyone who witnessed 
someone with His capabilities would ever doubt who He said He was. Jesus did still 
respect the Romans consciousness levels by not forcing His will upon them and showing 
His respect for the natural laws within the lower consciousness realms by remaining 
quiet when asked what was the truth.  

Once He returned into the higher consciousness realm, He set up His Kingdom for those 
wanting to join Him (by first resurrecting their spirit during life, and then with bodily 
ascension to occur later after the "mixed" are permanently separated). Quantum 
physics wasn't understood at that time, but someone in today's world can easily do the 
work to understand how all of this relates together to make ascension possible.  

Sometimes a person's senses will become a deterrent to finding the truth in how life works, 
although everyone can live by their personal choice between higher or lower spiritual teachings. A 
person must be ready to receive new information, or it will not matter anyway to them since they 
will only believe at the level of their current consciousness. We are at a period of time where 
everyone can research and experiment themselves, to actually find personal truth, if they devote 
their time to it just as much as any endeavor that is important enough to them. The time needed 
for this would be similar to a job or the energy used in raising a family. A person would need to 
have the faith that others within their circle will also be taken care of as appropriate to their 
personal paths. The family unit is always guaranteed blessings, because of those within it choosing 
to move forward to increase in their spiritual awareness while leaving lower consciousness sin.  

"But people who aren't spiritual can't receive these truths from God's Spirit. It all sounds foolish to 
them and they can't understand it, for only those who are spiritual can understand what the Spirit 
means." 1 Corinthians 2:14 
(It can't be stressed enough how important it is to be balanced in both intellect and Spirit, at least 
up to the point of obtaining higher consciousness and becoming whole for actual understanding. 
Just like a body that is too weak to stand up, a person in a weakened spiritual state cannot 
understand higher spiritual teachings unless developed.) 

"You should not be surprised at my saying, 'You must be born again." 
Born again Christian = 1st death into spiritual rebirth (many believe that this saves them, although it 
only moves a person into the beginning stage of spirit while still within lower duality consciousness - 
many stop and worship at this level) 
"But the one who endures to the end (full surrendered tribulation) will be saved (shift into higher unity 
consciousness)." Matthew 24:13 

visual link -  kingdom.jpg 

"If I do not know that I am dead (lower duality consciousness), how shall I seek the resurrection 
and find it?" "You cannot be free unless you first realize that you are in bondage and recognize 
the path to enlightenment and liberation." 
"Having lived unconsciously, we shall surely die unconscious."(remaining in lower consciousness) 
Excerpts from Lost Gospels

"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved!" This is by trusting Him enough to 
surrender into your full tribulation that results into full completion. Just saying I believe, without 
following through, shows a lack of faith in His cleansing and resurrection process.
"By your patient endurance, you will gain your souls." Luke 21:19
"So why do you keep calling me 'Lord, Lord!' when you don't do what I say?" Luke 6:46

“You will seek me and find me, when you seek me with all your heart.” Jeremiah 29:13 
(Full Tribulation and not just Partial)
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Sticky Note
Such people do not comprehend and cannot understand, for He has shut their eyes so they cannot see (the blind), and their minds so they cannot understand (the spiritually dead).Isaiah 44:18(they have not surrendered into their tribulations (initiations) in order to receive the gift of the Holy Spirit and therefore remain prioritized into their present dramas instead.) As they work their way through their tribulations while being focused on them, they increase their spiritual energy level allowing them to "see"........healing the blind.



"But our citizenship is in heaven" (higher consciousness - the highest level of human 
consciousness completely immersed with God and the natural laws associated with 
this state as compared to Hell - lowest level of consciousness pertaining to those fully 
separated from God and disregarding natural laws and their repercussions.)  
This all occurs while all of us reside within this present world mixed together to 
include many levels in-between these states although most people only associate 
intellectual capabilities as the variable. "And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the 
Lord Jesus Christ, who, by the power that enables Him to subject all things to Himself, 
will transform our lowly bodies to be like His glorious body". 
(Through a full surrendered tribulation resulting in the sheep and goats separation for 
the third that are willing to raise their consciousness through this Christian process of 
following Jesus.)  

A full focused tribulation (welcomed and understood) is the path of being perfected 
and raising consciousness while a partial tribulation period (stopped short of 
completion) only results in slight awareness changes. A person's individual level 
results from each personal judgment given during life after tribulation episodes to 
see if a person has changed in the way they respond to life through their beliefs 
during this period. This will also show how much faith a person has in Jesus by the 
length of time in following and sincerity (level of surrender) shown through their 
tribulation. During this tribulation, a person is taught how to listen and understand 
Spirit, in order to live in an ascended world instead of the lower sense driven natural 
world. Lessons are brought into a person's experience to show them the need to 
correct a belief and amend old belief patterns learned strictly through the senses. 
This is needed to live in a higher consciousness and higher energy world (new earth), 
otherwise, a person cannot exist within that quantum energy field. By being made 
"whole" in this way, a person can live in both worlds while continuing to learn higher 
spiritual teachings. A Christian will have enough biblical information to complete their 
tribulation, shift their energy, which then places them into higher consciousness. Non-
believers will always try to just get past what is perceived as a life challenge, keeping 
them at their present consciousness level. 

A person must continue in practice post tribulation by remaining in Spirit and not reverting back to flesh 
while they continue experiencing life from an ascended perspective while waiting for permanent 
separation to take place. "So shall we be delivered from tribulation," , "so shall we always be with the 
Lord." 

"They left us. However, they were never really part of us. If they had been, they would have stayed with 
us. But by leaving (partial tribulation) they made it clear that none of them were part of us." 1 John 2:19 

"And these in like manner are the ones sown upon rocky ground, who, 
when they hear the word, immediately receive it with joy; and they have 
no root in themselves, but endure for a while; then, when tribulation or 
persecution arises on account of the word (could be a job (financial), 
marriage, or health challenge to test for next level surrendering), 
immediately they fall away." "Because you know that the testing of your 
faith develops perseverance. Allow perseverance to finish its work, so that 
you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything." James 1:4  

 “And no man puts new wine into old bottles; 

else the new wine will burst the bottles, 

and be spilled, and the bottles shall perish” Luke 5:37 
 (To understand and live the resurrection, a person must expand their consciousness for this spiritual growth to occur)

(A partial tribulation period will result in worship with others who also stopped at those levels while 
remaining in lower consciousness)

 And he said:
"Whoever finds the meaning of these words 

will not taste death." 
Gospel of Thomas
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Sticky Note
Tribulation is called that for a reason. Although all of us will have different items to work through, there will be consistencies that will be similar for most. To change energy levels as dramatically as this process does, it will be unpleasant during a complete surrendering process as the one that I went through. I decided to make sure I made it far enough into unity consciousness to insure that I was at the level I was trying to achieve. In my process, I was divorced, had my primary home sold in a short-sale, had a condo foreclosed on while I was living in it, had my vehicles either sold or repossessed, lived with a few relatives during this time, and also ended up taking government assistance. I was also put in a position that made it very difficult to see my children and went years in-between seeing them.  It was difficult, but I was mostly  at peace during the whole time because of the lessons shown throughout this period. A surrendered tribulation done knowingly and with faith.Basically, I was allowed to see the way other people live that was opposite from my whole life up to this point, in order to understand that other viewpoint from experience and not just opinion. I was humbled tremendously. I only show this as an example for others choosing to follow in complete surrender as I have done since there really isn't a lot of information out there about this. I always knew that I could stop this and go back to my old way of living at any time. I am glad that by grace, I was able to make it through, knowing that everything would be fine once completed. This also allows a person to understand all of the levels of consciousness while being able to see where others fit into the full picture. A person will understand why some choose certain forks in the road compared to others, and also what those repercussions will be. Life really is quite precious and everyone should be allowed to get what they want from life while allowing others the same respect. This is what the sheep and goats separation is all about, letting people decide on their own when they are really ready to move forward."Even some of the wise will stumble, resulting in their refinement, purification, and cleansing until the time of the end, for it is still for the appointed time." Daniel 11:35"Then I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean. Your filth will be washed away, and you will no longer worship idols." Ezekiel 36:25"Some people view themselves as pure, but haven't been cleansed from their own filth." Proverbs 30:12 (Must accomplish full tribulation)
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Sticky Note
This could easily be the reason for many mental disorder problems. A person in any spiritual practice that doesn't increase their consciousness in unison with their practices. As they move forward, they are still rationalizing by using their intellect instead of increasing in their spiritual energy which is required for balance.
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This constantly occurs until final judgment closes this door with this last period of 
time being declared finished. The Christ realm, purgatory, and those separated 
from Christ are the different levels of consciousness that are presently mixed into 
current society which includes the transitional zones between these states. It will 
be hard to understand these separations until crossing from one level into another 
to see the differences - otherwise, a person will mistakenly believe that all people 
are basically the same except for moral differences without understanding multi-
dimensional aspects and the natural laws associated with them that are required 
for continued progress through them. The real reason for differences between 
individuals and even the regions that they live in.  
"For it is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing 
the understanding of the prudent." Can only be understood through a heart based 
surrendering (full tribulation). 

This can be equated to almost any sports related activity. A person might have played baseball from tee ball 
through college. They attend luncheons, seminars, out of state games, etc. all related to baseball in some way. 
After work they get together for a pick up game and discuss great plays from different World Series games and the 
strategies used. They might even coach little league once they get older and create a local team that many others 
support. But they never developed the skills to play professional ball with others in that advanced league and at 
that higher level. Although they can still enjoy the experience they are having in their group, it is still different 
from those at the professional level, as it is also different from those who don't like baseball at all and prefer 
football instead.  
Our physical bodies and the playing field of life are meant for the facilitation of increasing our consciousness levels 
for our return back into the spirit realm to then live at that achieved overall level we have progressed to. 

"And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites. For they love to pray standing in the synagogues and 
on the street corners to be seen by men. Truly I tell you, they already have their reward." Matthew 6:5 
(will stay in lower consciousness with all others who stopped at that level of consciousness and started 
teaching and practicing false doctrine because of their shortened tribulation period - a level considered 
purgatory because very little progress is made during life for this group - They do a lot of preaching, 
reading and study group activity, but never "live" through it by actually completing their personal 
tribulation in order to raise consciousness) 

Therefore go out from their midst, and be separate from them (those choosing to remain in lower consciousness), 
says the Lord, and touch no unclean thing (tribulation cleansing will show this meaning); then I will welcome you, 
(many turn back when presented the opportunity to proceed at this level of growth) 2 Corinthians 6:17 

But those who are considered worthy to share in the age to come and in the resurrection 
from the dead will neither marry nor be given in marriage. Luke 20:35 
(learning at this level is at an individual pace so there will be opportunities given to follow in 
this way of separation for those who are ready) "Do you think I have come to bring peace to 
the earth? No, I have come to divide people against each other!"  From now on, five in one 
household will be divided, three against two and two against three, father against son and 
son against father,  ...…

All things happen for a reason. In the case of families, one parent will always have to 
start their tribulation period first no matter how uncomfortable it may be.

"That night two people will be asleep in one bed; one will be taken, the other left.". 

Watch out! Don't do your good deeds publicly, to be admired by others, for you will lose the reward from 
your Father in heaven. Matthew 6:1 (Demonstrate by giving service through heart and not by pride)
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That person knows that everything will be done properly, and at the right time, that then allows their 
departure from the family unit in a way brought through normal life and allowed to complete. This 
person has moved spiritually far enough past their partner's consciousness level that will then cause an 
opportunity for separation for increased learning opportunities. It should be noted, that this has nothing 
to do with a lack of love for their partner or children, but the spiritual feeling to move forward in 
consciousness when it is presented. During this time, there will be lessons and beliefs formed for all of 
the members of the family, and also close friends associated with that family. At some point, the other 
members will take their tribulation turns also if and when they are ready (could easily be children (of 
age) before adults since we are speaking of soul levels and not human structure). Everything will also 
work out for the best concerning all involved since they are participating in a blessed part of life, 
although this understanding might take years before it is realized.  

We leave families for the sake of the kingdom (Luke 18:29). We enter the kingdom through tribulations (Acts 14:22)

People will only move forward when they are tired with the lower world, giving them the energy to 
seek past it. If a person is still enjoying the world of senses, then they will remain in it for as long as 
they choose to. They are comfortable within it even though there is violence and other injustices 
within that lower realm that will always exist there because of the participants and the natural laws 
concerning their actions.  Each person must personally decide to open that next door........

The goal of God is to raise up all life. The goal of God respects free will, so that those who are not willing 
to enter an ascending spiral must go to a lower sphere as one sphere ascends. But the goal of God is to 
raise up all life, and therefore God respects free will and also – as a result of that respect – does not 
condemn those who are not willing to enter the ascension spiral (higher consciousness), for they want 
to have more experiences in the lower realms (lower consciousness).  
"It is true that without a physical body it is almost impossible to expand consciousness. Once a being has 
lost their body, they do not evolve much more." Excerpt from You are a Multi-Dimensional Being 
"Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth 
will be loosed in heaven." Matthew 18:18  
(A person returns into the spiritual realm at their achieved level of consciousness. Permanent separation 
physically binds them into that level) 

Each individual has a right to live their life in the way they would like, even if they are incurring massive amounts of 
karma, breaking the natural laws and keeping them in their fallen state. The natural law of cause and effect will always 
find balance at some point for each soul. A person will reap what they sow. Everyone is given a way of leaving that 
group once they become fed up with all the interactions being manifested by them (all participants from murderers to 
philanthropists still within their lower consciousness state). That is what Exodus and tribulation is all about, learning 
how to move on into the next level with others willing to live within the natural laws of that realm that does not allow 
the unfair actions of others to occur, since everyone must be of the same resonance to reside there. There are many 
that think they can pick and choose their natural laws (including the           10 commandments)and will still get into the 
Kingdom. They will stay in lower consciousness, and in that lower world because that is why that world exists. The next 
level, is made for those who know this and are willing to not bypass those natural laws in  place, making it more civil for 
those residing within it. Again, a person without a high enough level of Spirit will not understand this. 

Once souls fell into the lower levels of consciousness, they became enamored of it and burned with 
the desire to experience the pleasures of matter (everyday life). The souls then no longer wanted 
to disengage itself from these lower levels. Thus the world was born. From that moment souls 
forgot themselves. They forgot their original habitation, their true center and eternal being.
(A person must disengage for their full tribulation and can then re engage after being made whole)  
Excerpt from: Early Christian Teachings

“Unless there is a feeling at some level of our being that continually fuels our seeking (acceptance into the 
Christ realm for a peaceful eternity), the energy will not be present to manifest what we desire and seek.”
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Sticky Note
But those who are considered worthy to share in the age to come and in the resurrection from the dead will neither marry nor be given in marriage. Luke 20:35(Marriages must be dissolved for personal judgment and further individual inner teachings to take place until “last judgment” is dispensed)“Now to the unmarried (divorced because of pursuit into higher consciousness and also those that have never married) and to widows (lost by either natural state death or physical death), I say: it is a good thing for them to remain as they are, as I do” 1 Corinthians 7The widows can also be considered those who divorce because of their partner dying their first death (spiritually) to follow Christ.So, looking beyond traditional or convenient misinterpretations, the only solid reason God has given us for remarriage is the case of being widowed (physical death or the spiritual 1st death of a Christian). These are "hard teachings" indeed.John 6:60 (NIV) On hearing it, many of his disciples said, "This is a hard teaching. Who can accept it?" ...Jesus said to them, "Does this offend you?.. This is why I told you that no one can come to me unless the Father has enabled him." From this time many of his disciples turned back and no longer followed him. "You do not want to leave too, do you?" Jesus asked the Twelve. Simon Peter answered him, "Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life."“A woman is bound to her husband as long as he lives. But if her husband dies (1st death – natural state death), she is free to marry anyone she wishes, but “he” must belong to the Lord” (left marriage to pursue higher consciousness teachings whether husband or wife). 1 Corinthians 7:39” And oppress not the widow (a woman who has lost her spouse by death (1st death – natural state death) and has not remarried) nor the fatherless, the stranger, nor the poor; and let none of you imagine evil against his brother in your heart.” Zechariah 7: 10 “Honor widows who are truly widows” (women that have become divorced by those following Jesus into higher consciousness ("Till death do us part") and seeing who will further help them since the separation was not because of lower consciousness sin) -Acts 6:1- In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the Hellenistic Jews among them complained against the Hebraic Jews because their widows were being overlooked in the daily distribution of food.).For the unbelieving husband has been sanctified through his wife, and the unbelieving wife has been sanctified through her believing husband (those following Christ beyond the next surrendering point needing individual separation) . Otherwise your children would be unclean, but as it is, they are holy.  But if the unbeliever (could easily call themselves Christians but are not true believers) leaves, let him/her do so. A believing man or woman is not bound in such circumstances. 1 Corinthians 7:14They will not labor in vain, nor will they bear children doomed to misfortune; for they will be a people blessed by the LORD, they and their descendants with them. Isaiah 65:23

 
Sticky Note
Every Consciousness is free to follow its own unique path as long as that path does not stop another from doing the same. You have your own unique path to follow in the Universe, and you are free to follow that path as long as you don't stop another person from doing the same.In other words, as long as your reality-creating does not stop or inhibit another person from his reality-creating, you are not in danger of violating that person's right to exist. By inhibiting another person from his unique path, you yourself will be blocked from your unique path. Your path will be that much longer and harder until such time as you nullify the original transgression. "Your reality-creating must adhere to the laws of the Universe." This universal law applies to families and their children without exception and includes friends that a person may try to inform with loving intention although it might not be that person’s time for this knowledge to occur (which will keep a person from enjoying their desired path until reversed).

 
Sticky Note
A Spiritual Awakening Family Symptom - Withdrawal from family relationships.You are connected to your biological family via old karma. When you get off the karmic cycle, the bonds of the old relationships are released. After a period of time, you may develop a new relationship with them if it is appropriate. However, the relationship will be based in the new energy. This period is often times referred to as "The Fall," or "The Separation."Do not worry, as there is no separation that is valid. Only the "feeling, seeming, illusion" of such.

 
Sticky Note
The 10 Commandments List, Short Form    You shall have no other gods before Me.    You shall not make idols.    You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain.    Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.    Honor your father and your mother.    You shall not murder.    You shall not commit adultery.    You shall not steal.    You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.    You shall not covet.The 10 Commandments List in Exodus 20:2-17    “I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You shall have no other gods before Me.    “You shall not make for yourself a carved image—any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; you shall not bow down to them nor serve them. For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing mercy to thousands, to those who love Me and keep My commandments.    “You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain, for the LORD will not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain.    “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God. In it you shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor your female servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates. For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh day. Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.(During personal tribulation, this will need to be expanded into "you will seek and find me when you seek me with all of your heart".    “Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long upon the land which the LORD your God is giving you.    “You shall not murder.    “You shall not commit adultery.    “You shall not steal.    “You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.    “You shall not covet your neighbor’s house; you shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, nor his male servant, nor his female servant, nor his ox, nor his donkey, nor anything that is your neighbor’s.”The 10 Commandments List in Deuteronomy 5:6-21    “I am the LORD your God who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You shall have no other gods before Me.    “You shall not make for yourself a carved image—any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; you shall not bow down to them nor serve them. For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing mercy to thousands, to those who love Me and keep My commandments.    “You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain, for the LORD will not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain.    “Observe the Sabbath day, to keep it holy, as the LORD your God commanded you. Six days you shall labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God. In it you shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor your female servant, nor your ox, nor your donkey, nor any of your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates, that your male servant and your female servant may rest as well as you. And remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and the LORD your God brought you out from there by a mighty hand and by an outstretched arm; therefore the LORD your God commanded you to keep the Sabbath day.    “Honor your father and your mother, as the LORD your God has commanded you, that your days may be long, and that it may be well with you in the land which the LORD your God is giving you.    “You shall not murder.    “You shall not commit adultery.    “You shall not steal.    “You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.    “You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife; and you shall not desire your neighbor’s house, his field, his male servant, his female servant, his ox, his donkey, or anything that is your neighbor’s.”

 
Sticky Note
Last week, we asked the question, “What if some people simply don’t want to go through The Shift and leave their old lifestyle behind?” What if they prefer to stay immersed in “them against us” dramas or even “me against the world” dramas?Humanity was created so that we can find our way back home to the source from which we originally came. God didn’t just create humanity and leave us to fend for ourselves. There is a cosmic plan for the enlightenment of humanity and, true to our gift of self-determination, no one is forced to progress any faster than they choose.The Shift isn’t just about the planet Earth. Our planet, our solar system, and our section of the universe are about to make a quantum jump in frequency. There will come a mass ascension day when the Earth will rise in vibration and take with her all who are ready to function in heart-centered consciousness.On the scale of human consciousness, caring for others is so much bigger than working for personal gain.Those, on the other hand, who prefer to stay in their present level of consciousness and decide against rising to the frequency of the ascended Earth will eventually need alternative accommodation. This section of the universe will no longer be available for the reincarnation of their frequency band of consciousness, so another world had to be found for their future use. This is not new information. In the early 1970’s, I became aware of information that came from the spiritual hierarchy about a new planet which, for that very purpose, was being prepared for human habitation.The upcoming Shift of the ages was foreseen thousands of years ago by Jesus when he pointed out how it will be on that mass ascension day. When the time comes, he said, it will be as if two people are side-by-side and “one shall be taken and the other left behind.”(this will occur spiritually first with bodily ascension later)He actually saw people moving up into a higher realm of existence (higher consciousness) while those not ready would stay behind in their current realm of existence (lower consciousness). The fishermen and  farmers of his time weren’t ready to hear about how this would be practically achieved but, today, we are more able to wrap our heads around such concepts as parallel worlds.Consider this impending ascension to a lighter form as a major step in God’s cosmic plan for the enlightenment of humanity. Think of it as a harvest of souls, where everything you do to help others make it through The Shift will be forever enshrined in the records of life as golden acts of service to others.It doesn’t matter whether people shift into heart-centered consciousness while physically incarnate or, should they have passed on from this life, experience its parallel version in the afterlife. The point is to be ready and to help as many others as you can to make it through to the new heaven on earth.Excerpts from Left Behindby Owen WatersIn 1 Corinthians 15:51 - -52, Paul says it’s at the sound of the last trumpet that the dead shall rise and we shall all be changed. (will cause everyone to believe strongly that they are individually right causing extreme divisiveness during this time. Instead they should seek in order to raise their spiritual energy levels in unison with this change for the knowledge needed to advance.)    Romans 16:17 I urge you, brothers and sisters, to watch out for those who cause divisions and put obstacles in your way that are contrary to the teaching you have learned (faith in Christ through personal tribulations). Keep away from them. Titus 3:10 Warn a divisive person once, and then warn them a second time. After that, have nothing to do with them. In Revelation 8, 9, 10, there is a description of the Great Tribulation heralded by 7 trumpets. It’s at the last trumpet Revelation 10:15 that Jesus returns. So, Jesus says it will be after the great tribulation and with the sound of trumpet that he’ll return. Paul also talks about a trumpet and in one case the last trumpet, which will sound and then we will be changed in the twinkling of an eye (everyone will have a perspective change occur. All will need a personal tribulation period in order to spiritually adjust that change into higher consciousness (unity), or they will try to use the change within lower consciousness reality for selfish reasons instead (duality)).There is nothing spiritually harmful about preparing to go through these times. But there are a LOT of people who are going to turn from God in the end-times, precisely because they’ve not put their faith in God but in a convenient doctrine.Christ will therefore redeem those who have surrendered through their full tribulation and are His, allowing the others to remain as they are into a separated place for the rest of their human lives.



We all have different experiences and goals we would like to satisfy, and 
there are ways within natural laws that lead us through that path as we allow 
others the same respect. In lower consciousness, some choose to accumulate 
far more than what is needed for their experience, and others choose to take 
away what others have in order to receive it, which both violate natural laws 
that exist.  There is also a major difference in how reality manifests in 
individuals between lower and higher states of awareness. It is also quite 
evident in lower consciousness, that many disregard the Golden Rule which 
should always be followed.

The only people that will have the strength to go through their full tribulation, will be those that understand that the 
peaceful world talked about in the Bible will exist only with other participants who understand and live within all 
natural laws within that quantum field. This will be an either/or scenario. A soul will be in one or the other after final 
separation and final judgment places them accordingly.  A person must have this kind of faith that is willing to 
complete this process fully. 

"Moreover, I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit within you; and I will remove the heart of stone from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh." 
Ezekiel 36:26

Anyone can presently tell the direction that the lower world is going towards with the participants that are leading 
them there. They are living through their intellect only, without true spiritual balance. This can be recognized by their 
actions and not just by their speech. This will continue to force a decline in the lower world once the higher 
consciousness individuals are permanently separated. Without their higher level consciousness, that helped average 
out this other unbalanced group,  it will accelerate the lower world's descent to even lower levels and more than 
likely, violence will occupy all of the parts of the world instead of currently just certain parts of it. This will cause many 
who were borderline but didn't have a high enough resonance to move into the ascended earth, to stop having 
physical lives, since it just won't be worth it in a descending earth with all of the fear and pain found there.  

Currently, there are those who are younger in age, with high energy vibrations, who are manifesting at tremendous 
levels. Unless they find the "truth", they will slowly diminish their consciousness levels trying to just outperform other 
lower consciousness individuals. They will therefore stay at that lower level themselves, while conforming into that 
world instead of blazing the new path into the higher consciousness world as they were brought in to do. What they 
individually perceive as "good works", will not change that lower realm and those participants in it trying to keep "old" 
models the same or in their control. A person cannot change those who choose to remain at their present 
consciousness level. They can only choose to change themselves in order to move into the separated higher 
consciousness realm, that currently exists within it's own quantum field. A person can increase their consciousness in 
order to reside within it not only now, but also after end times and after physical life will keep them at that resonance.

"Therefore, come out from among unbelievers, and separate yourselves from them, says 
the LORD. Don't touch their filthy things, and I will welcome you."

(This includes  companies as well as individuals operating within a lower consciousness structure.)

Nothing evil will be allowed to enter, 
nor anyone who practices shameful idolatry 

and dishonesty--but only those whose 
names are written in the Lamb's Book of 

Life.(quantum shift into higher 
consciousness)

Rev 21:27

"When will the Kingdom come?" "It will not come by waiting for it. It will 
not be a matter of saying 'here it is' or 'there it is.' Rather, the kingdom of 
the father is spread out upon the earth, and men do not see it (depends on 
a person's spiritual energy level)." 

"Rather, the Kingdom of God is inside of you 
(different levels of consciousness), and it is 

outside of you (physical manifestation of 
duality for experience)".
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Sticky Note
A person comes to the understanding of the two processes of creation that takes place, and is affecting the planet. One is unconscious co-creation, which is what science calls the process of evolution. This is the process whereby humans co-create without understanding what they are doing. Thus, they do not realize that they have created the imperfect conditions on this planet and that such conditions are simply visible manifestations of what is going on in their own subconscious and unconscious minds. They either think everything on earth was created by God or that it appeared as a result of an evolutionary process guided by chance.The other process is conscious co-creation, where people attain a degree of Christ consciousness that allows them to consciously create within the framework of God's laws and God's vision. The challenge in this age is that the spiritual people on earth need to move away from unconscious and into conscious co-creation.These two different processes show different spiritual energy levels that are required for the understanding and implementation of conscious co-creation. This is also the reason for a full tribulation period in order to increase energy levels required to move into the new earth for this type of manifestation to occur.The old earth already exists for those wanting to stay the same and creating life in an unconscious way with all of the imperfections that result from that way. A person starts to understand how in a lower fallen state average energy level of 200, it is quite different from the higher energy levels of 600 plus. That is why work is required to unlock that higher consciousness realm for occupancy within it. Again, a higher energy spirit is required for this understanding, otherwise spiritual discernment is not possible, "none of them will understand" Daniel 12:10. "For by a single offering he has perfected for all time those who are being sanctified." Hebrews 10:14

 
Sticky Note
A person will either raise their spiritual energy levels to be able to reside within higher consciousness or they won't. The energy changes required of this will take a full tribulation for the necessary change. Just going through an unfocused tribulation will not do it, since a person is not actually learning anything by it but bitterness and negativity.Those also staying within the lower world structure and trying to fit themselves into it spiritually, will also remain at lower consciousness, just within the higher zones of it. People will need to determine where they want to remain after last judgment will put them there, since it really is determined individually by each person.My belief is that at some point in time when the world continued to decrease from the intended garden of Eden into the fallen world , many souls decided to stop having physical lives within this planet when it was just so brutal and fearful. Really, just why do that. So it was determined that a separate way of splitting those groups had to be established, thus the prophecy of Jesus and His Kingdom during a cycle that would support the change. That way, there would still be a physical option available for those sincere enough to accomplish the lessons required for the change, redeeming those who tried this world but didn't really want to stay within it. Those returning into their previous state would understand that unless the spiritual change occurs, the others truly would need to stay in the lower consciousness world among themselves and their manifestations. This includes loved ones that must learn their lessons on their own, within their own time, regardless to how hard it is to watch and allow this. Many tried to help over the years, but unless an individual seeks past their current consciousness level, they cannot accept any help believing their personal level is the only correct way. At some point, the required cycle passes, and the ending point takes place which coincides with last judgment and final separation.  This then allows the peaceful higher consciousness world to exist in the opposite duality way, as intended and allowing free will to exist in both places. There will still be many levels within each group, with the lower consciousness group having murderers, thieves, and even different spiritual levels of people and their abilities, just all of those within lower energy levels.The higher consciousness group will be manifesting peacefully, which will take away all of those fear type related problems. That will allow them to concentrate on spiritual ways of changing reality and basing their goals around  that structure as compared to just trying to counterbalance the negative manifestations of others, since those won't exist at that level. Once that higher group is separated and that energy level is quite a bit higher within that group, it is possible that the overall energy level will continue to increase allowing many things to manifest that are not anywhere close to the present person's ability to comprehend within this lower world's overall capabilities. By experiencing the quantum change during life, there is a taste to what that future within that group could possibly be from using those higher spiritual energy levels." Very truly I tell you, whoever believes in me will do the works I have been doing, and they will do even greater things than these."I will bring them back home to their own land of Israel (New Jerusalem) from among the peoples and nations. I will feed them on the mountains (higher consciousness) of Israel and by the rivers and in all the places where people live.Ezekiel 34:13
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A person will understand how all of this can take place, including the "sheep and 
goats" separation and also the lower (descending old earth) and higher (ascending 
new earth) worlds separation by surrendering fully into their personal tribulation 
before final judgment. Both of these quantum fields currently exist and are available 
for us. Those without a high enough level of Spirit will not be able to understand 
this, since a lot of it must be personally experienced for true understanding by 
shifting between the two, and seeing the differences. Those are the promises made by 
Jesus to followers if they surrender completely to Him through a full tribulation. There 
is no easy way to start this except to jump in when ready and go with the flow of 
surrender after a prayer for forgiveness. A person's ego will try to prevent this, so 
emotional balance will be necessary to move forward with it, which will also help 
increase a person's spiritual knowledge on how life really works.

("When you are cast down, you will speak with confidence, And the humble person 
He will save.") Job 22:29

"And I will bring that surviving third through, testing them as if through fire, purifying them like silver, 
assaying them like gold (tribulation testing). They will call on my name, and I will answer them. I will 

say, 'This is my people,' and they will say, 'The LORD is my God.'" Zechariah 13:9

Part of the test for individuals will be to remain in a positive perspective without turning negative 
and bitter during these tribulation periods.  
And we will reunite again in "Heaven" (highest level of human consciousness living together while 
living in our true states) for all those wanting to reside at that higher spiritual level.  

Before that time occurs, there could also be an occasional period when separated family members 
and friends might still engage within a common state, and common activities, that can be enjoyed by 
all, while the world still exists within its "mixed" period and before permanent separation takes 
place. Otherwise, everyone should continue in their path for what is needed for them to learn during 
this lifetime, without interference from others, even though they might be trying to intervene with 
what they personally consider right intentions. There are many karma implications involved with 
those who personally force actions on others without being asked for it. This also includes family 
members that will have opportunities later to follow into higher consciousness if wanted. Once a 
person has sincerely decided to move forward and has been forgiven for their previous sins by Christ 
through Grace, this will only slow themselves down unless they continue to move forward. They 
might end up putting a stop to their progress into the new earth altogether by what they do next.

"Anyone who loves his father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; anyone who loves his son or 
daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me; 

and anyone who does not take up his cross and follow Me is not worthy of Me.
(full focused surrender regardless of outcome during teaching process - many types of duality and empathy lessons)

Whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for My sake will find it." Matthew 10:37

(To continue post tribulation and after end times will dismiss the in-name-only Christians and all others 
who are not able to reside in the higher consciousness quantum field where the 2nd coming takes place 
(new earth). At basic cell levels, all of us vibrate at some correspondent level of energy. We will 
therefore stay in the proper consciousness realm, or whatever level that our individual energy fields 
identifies with - our achieved level of consciousness)".  
"I will put my laws in their minds and write them on their hearts."  
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Sticky Note
“And as they brought them out, one said, “Escape for your life. Do not look back or stop anywhere in the valley (lower consciousness). Escape to the hills (higher consciousness), lest you be swept away.” Genesis 19:17“Brothers, I do not consider that I have made it my own. But one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus.”There is no way to be looking forward while still looking back at “what lies behind” and you can’t strain forward and press ahead by looking over your shoulder. Christians are only foreigners in this world (lower consciousness as we learn how to move into higher consciousness) and we are looking ahead to a better future, so it doesn’t do believers any good to keep looking back all the time. Philippians 4:13-14“Jesus replied, “No one who puts a hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God.” Luke 9:62 This verse falls within the context of the paragraph about the cost of discipleship and of following Jesus (Luke 9:57-62). Jesus is saying that God doesn’t see anyone that looks back longingly at the world as being fit for the kingdom because they, just like Lot’s wife, don’t really want to leave the world. Jesus told them before they would choose to follow Him that even He, had “nowhere to lay his head” at night so they had better count the cost and then not look back.“Do you not know that in a race all the runners run (many drop out before the finish line), but only one gets the prize? Run in such a way as to get the prize (finish the race).”1 Corinthians 9:24 “Therefore let us move beyond the elementary teachings about Christ and be taken forward to maturity, not laying again the foundation of repentance from acts that lead to death, and of faith in God.” Hebrews 6:1Imagine if you were in a Sunday school class in your youth and you were held back year after year and even as an adult, you were still in the 6th grade class. “The elementary teachings about Christ” that we first learned after being saved, needs to “be taken forward to maturity” and moved beyond the foundation of our original repentance and “faith in God.” You will not grow until you are challenged (through our personal tribulation period). “But Lot’s wife, behind him, looked back, and she became a pillar of salt.” Genesis 19:26Once we come out of the world, through our exodus (forgiveness) from sin through our tribulations, we must put the past behind us and press ahead and not look back. When Lot’s wife looked back, she didn’t do it out of curiosity or just to see the destruction of Sodom. She looked back longingly, desirously, and coveting what she had left back in Sodom. She looked back because she wanted to go back. Much like the Christian who comes out of the world but still has to live in the world (by following all that has been taught to us during our tribulation period). This is why Jesus told His listeners “Remember Lot’s wife!”.“But my righteous one shall live by faith, and if he shrinks back, my soul has no pleasure in him. But we are not of those who shrink back and are destroyed, but of those who have faith and preserve their souls.” Hebrews 10:38-39God doesn’t want us to shrink back from the faith once we’ve declared faith in Christ and start our full surrendering period. God doesn’t take any pleasure in those who profess faith in Christ but then fall away and are destroyed by stopping when we reach teachings that a person will personally choose to disobey. They fell away because they were never genuinely saved or as the Apostle John writes, “They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have continued with us. But they went out, that it might become plain that they all are not of us”. ConclusionA person must leave the previous realm (lower consciousness) and those still in it behind. We must put it behind us and look forward to the coming day when there will be no more pain, sorrow, suffering,  and even unconscious death as we also allow our other friends and loved ones to join us when ready. At some point, all of the suffering and pain will just be a past memory that will be hard to remember as being a part of a past reality soon forgotten.
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During end times, there will be two distinctly different experiences a person can 
have. An ascended version within this physical world or the fallen state (left behind) 
version of the world. For those choosing to remain the same, their world will 
continue to be unchanged except for the diminishing of society due to a negative 
perspective of reality, and with a whole lot of people missing (those that have 
moved on into the ascended physical world).

“If you want to be my disciple, you must hate everyone else by comparison–your father and mother, 
wife and children, brothers and sisters–yes, even your own life. Otherwise, you cannot be my disciple.” 
Luke 14:26  
(These are higher level initiations that must be followed in order to increase consciousness. There are 
reasons why, that will be understood later, once achieved. Worship services tend to play this down for 
obvious reasons - although unintentional, results in lower level teachings restricting people from 
growth.) 
“In the same way, any of you who does not give up everything he has cannot be my disciple.”  
(Must release lower consciousness attachments in order to rebuild from within higher consciousness 
natural laws instead.) 

"And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife or children or fields 
for the sake of My name, will receive many times as much and will inherit eternal life." Matthew 19:29 
(After being stripped bare during the surrendering process, life will be rebuilt by the way shown through 
this process and by faith - this must be done individually and by living it. Just reading about it 
accomplishes nothing towards increasing a person's quantum field/light body. A person must have 
enough faith to complete this full cycle to receive the benefits.) 

"And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free." 

But I will reply, 'I never knew you. Get away from me, you who break 
God's laws.'  
(Those choosing to remain within lower consciousness states by their 
personal decision to forgo their tribulation opportunity or using their free 
will to stop it before completion - "Therefore they turned their backs 
before the men of Israel to the way of the wilderness; but the battle 
overtook them; and them who came out of the cities they destroyed in 
the midst of them." - those who succumbed to peer pressure and lack of 
faith by stopping short.) 

For the ascended experience, the world will be like it previously 
was, yet vibrating at a higher physical frequency that allows more 
positive outcomes and awareness; and, likewise, there will be a 
whole lot of people missing (people dropped out of daily 
interaction since they no longer resonate with each other due to 
differences in vibrational frequency - their individual quantum 
field). A person in the second category will know without a doubt if 
they are within that quantum field, because they have made the 
quantum shift at some point during their surrendering process and 
will be able to tell the difference compared to previous life. 

all these (trials and tribulations) can be overcome…..God can give Grace to it
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Sticky Note
Many are teaching abundance doctrines that are moving people into a prosperous energy that has always been accessible throughout time. They are teaching this as though Christ is the spirit that is related to this and is responsible for it. Although Christ assures those who follow Him through their tribulation, that they will receive abundance following their surrendered period, it will come after this period and not before. "For the sake of My name" means that they have originally lost everything because of surrendering into personal tribulation, not just  "please make me prosperous because I deserve it" without learning anything by it. "Seek the Kingdom of God above all else, and live righteously, and he will give you everything you need."If the abundance comes too early in this salvation cycle, then there will be challenges once again to see if a true surrendering will take place in order to increase a person's spiritual energy levels. This is part of entering through the wide door instead of the narrow door.....The Narrow GateIn everything, then, do to others as you would have them do to you. For this is the essence of the Law and the prophets. Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the way that leads to life, and only a few find it.…



Believers must go through their full tribulation period (what John described as Baptism 
by Fire) and will be helped along the way.....even by non-believers who will be partly 
judged by their actions towards this surrendered group. ("And the King will say, 'I tell you 
the truth, when you did it to one of the least of these my brothers and sisters, you were 
doing it to me!') For some, this might determine whether they will receive one last 
chance at the end of the millennium instead of end times being their last lifetime 
opportunity to advance. 
(By either helping (food, shelter, etc.) or crucifying (denying basic requirements and 
forcing their lower consciousness personal will on them instead) those who are in their 
surrendered state probably going through their lower duality cycle. This help or 
hindrance towards them will be by many different ways either individually or in 
negativity by hiding within a group structure (social, political, employment, spiritual 
(religious), etc.) and trying to use peer pressure as the justification).  

His disciples said to him: On what day will the rest of the dead come into being, and on what day will the 
new world come? He said to them: "What you await has come, but you do not know it." 
(Higher (new earth) vs lower (old earth) consciousness living through a person's achieved level of 
consciousness obtained through a full focused tribulation and not through works) 

- Good works do not make us acceptable to God. In other words, a person can live to a high moral 
standard, give money to feed the poor, go to church, and serve their neighbors while remaining in lower 
consciousness outside of Jesus and without entry into His Kingdom. 
Those surprised after end times by being left behind in lower consciousness after final judgment is 
dispensed without gaining spiritual resurrection by raising the level of their light body (spiritual or 
glorified body or in scientific terms - their personal quantum field).  
A major natural law, is that a person must ask for help or seek towards it in order to start receiving 
it.......usually by some sort of prayer. A powerful prayer is to ask for the greatest good for yourself and 
all others around you for a meaningful experience to be given, if a person is willing to surrender into all 
aspects of it. My preference is with Jesus and Archangel Michael to insure proper protections. When 
ready, ask Jesus to open your eyes and move you through the process, and then stay focused and 
surrender fully into it.  

Everyone has the opportunity for two different types of experiences during 
life, an earthly profession and an inspired soul experience to help others 
within your spiritual family. 
Both of these should or can be experienced, or in some cases, a person 
lowers their consciousness and neither one will get accomplished. 
A successful career does not necessarily move someone into higher 
consciousness.
It would be difficult though, to have a meaningful soul experience without 
being at some level in higher consciousness, and thus will understand the 
meaning of eternal life as meant from scripture through that experience. 

"When I fed them, they were satisfied; when they were satisfied, they became proud; then they forgot me."

 "We are telling you what we have seen and heard, so that you may share in this life with us. And we share in 
it with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ." 1 John 1:3 

(Believing means completing a full surrendered tribulation)

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/john-647-1.gif
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Unfortunately, many are sharing in a life of Spirit that is unrelated to the specific following of Jesus within the full 
surrendering process. Depending on whether enlightened or not (Hindu, Buddhist, etc.) some of these other teachings 
will also get a person into higher consciousness, but outside of "Jesus' Kingdom" although still within the Kingdom of God. 
At the highest levels, these are all individual experiences to accomplish within higher consciousness states compared to 
the lower consciousness teachings that the majority experience while still within their fallen state. 

Seal of God = higher consciousness states 

"And whosoever was not found written in the book of life (quantum shift into higher 
consciousness), was cast into the lake of fire (remained in lower consciousness)."  

Mark of the Beast = lower consciousness states 

Jesus answered, "My kingdom is not of this world (lower consciousness); if it were, My servants would 
fight to prevent My arrest by the Jews. But now, My kingdom is not of this realm (He resides in Higher 
Consciousness - In the Clouds)." 

"You, however, are not in the realm of the flesh (lower consciousness) but are in the realm of the Spirit 
(higher consciousness), if indeed the Spirit of God lives in you. And if anyone does not have the Spirit of 
Christ (many are unknowingly channeling other peaceful spirits instead while mistakenly believing them 
to be Jesus whose specialty is resurrection and ascension), they do not belong to Christ." Romans 8:9  
("Test the Spirits" - All of us have spiritual family members and guardian angels to aid us in meeting our 
earthly goals.) 

End times = last lifetime opportunity to work into higher consciousness states (ascending new earth) to 
continue after final judgment in the peaceful world prophesied in the Bible.  
After physical death, there will also be a permanent separation from others that choose to remain in 
lower consciousness states (descending old earth) after being left behind by their own free will. Many 
say that the Mayan calendar was accurate in the prediction of the end of the age making this present 
lifetime a person's last opportunity to increase (or decrease) their level of consciousness before 
exiting this earth. There will be many who will not want to increase their spiritual knowledge and will 
have to leave to go learn in a place compatible to their level of consciousness. 
This will also be a period of consolidation back into our spiritual families as compared to our human 
families for those deciding to move forward.  

"For this reason, you also must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at an hour when you do not 
expect Him." Matthew 24:44 
This will be done through some sort of life challenge brought into a person's experience. Because of free 
will, a person can disregard this and continue on as before in their current beliefs, or they can surrender 
into it and start the process....... 

(Rapture in Consciousness can be given at start of personal tribulation period, sometime during the 
seeking part of personal tribulation, or at end of personal tribulation depending on what is individually 
appropriate and necessary for reaching the soul goals identified during this time.) 

"Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of heaven (highest level of human 
consciousness), Whatever their false teachers may assure them to the contrary - but only the one who 
does the will of my Father (those surrendering into a full tribulation) as I have now declared it. 
Observe:everything short of this is only saying Lord, Lord. 
"So why do you keep calling me, "Lord, Lord", and not do what I say?"  

spiritual awakening
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Sticky Note
This was very subtle. I was reading some books that I had resonated with and kept going along that route when all of a sudden I had an awakening of some type that was different from how I had perceived things from the day before. I was even trying to figure out if others had this awareness that they had never mentioned to me. Maybe I was the one who was just not understanding because of my lack of concentration during church services at times because I seemed to always be worried about work related problems.It did cause me to check with other friends and see what might have happened to me, but I kept going back to a change in my personal life that was trying to move me forward. It was very frustrating until I finally just gave up to see what would happen in my life. It did fall apart, but was always related to some Bible verse I was currently focused on. This allowed me peace in understanding the beginning of the process which did become easier as time went by except for the part of allowing others to help me since, it was definitely not in my previous nature.I can easily see how many people miss this time in their life. I  was actually able to identify at least 3 other times previously, that I could have started this process instead of just remaining the same on how I pushed though some major challenges.  Even though it is difficult to get past, once a person moves into other different levels of consciousness, they are grateful for the Grace given during this time. A person also becomes quite aware that this season in life, will pass too at some point to continue life once again in a more enjoyable way.



"Truly I tell you, some who are standing here will not taste death before they see the Son of Man 
coming in his kingdom." (Those completing the full process - “These are the ones who have come out of 
the great tribulation (period that many will surrender and follow before their physical death to get into 
higher consciousness at end times); they have washed their robes and made them white in the blood 
of the Lamb".… (a full focused surrendered tribulation). Non-believers will have a hard time 
understanding why the economy is behaving in this unpredictable way during this time, causing major 
upheavals in policy changes with appointed leaders trying to force behavior on others. This should be 
expected for those surrendering later in the process.  

"Indeed, all who desire to live godly lives in Christ Jesus will be persecuted, 
while evil men and impostors go from bad to worse, deceiving and being 
deceived.…" 2 Timothy 3:12 
(Those non-believers in lower consciousness who during your surrendering 
process will accuse you of being out of your mind, a person who abandons 
families, doesn't live up to obligations, bounces from house to house, and many 
other things that will occur during your process that shifts your quantum field 
away from theirs. Others will show compassion and will forgive some 
difficulties showing their goodness, although they might not understand the 
reasoning of your actions. By not living in a completed state as intended (body 
and Spirit), they are only living by their achieved intellectual state, and are 
therefore still blinded by lower level life.

Jesus said, "Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing." 

Non-Christians during this time will still have a forced tribulation occur to verify their 
last level of consciousness for final judgment and separation. They do not have to be 
a believer for this to occur although they will have a hard life at this point by not 
understanding what is occurring and not understanding the real reasons for their 
challenges. It is easy to see those in violence to know where they fall in their final 
judgment, but they are also entitled just like everyone else to live during end times. 
It is more those who are borderline and probably even consider themselves "saved" 
that will be surprised at the end. They might have stopped prematurely by following 
false doctrine and without redirection, will also stay in lower consciousness. 

Friend,' he asked, 'how is it that you are here without wedding clothes (quantum 
shift into higher consciousness)?' But the man had no reply. Matthew 22:12  

".... throw him outside, into the darkness ..." (lower consciousness)
        (believed that he was "saved" without having to be purified) 

click for animation

This surrendering process is meant to show you the evil and injustices to move forward, as you are cleansed while 
understanding the reasons why the lower world is the way it is. This also gives a person their lesson on duality that allows 
perspective from the other side if a person's ego doesn't get in the way. 

But I say, love your enemies! Pray for those who persecute you! 
(After reaching your quantum shift, pray for others to also reach this enlightened state)

At that time Jesus prayed this prayer: "O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, thank you for hiding these 
things from those who think themselves wise and clever, and for revealing them to the childlike."

(Those surrendering and following like children. The change from duality into unity consciousness.)

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/galatians-6-9-do-not-lose-heart-reap-holy-bible-verse.gif
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Everyone who has ever lived (physical life) will be brought back to life in some form to face the final 
judgment (last lifetime to increase consciousness into the Christ realm) along with those still living.  

(those already at that higher consciousness level waiting for permanent separation)

Truly, truly, I tell you, whoever hears My word 
and believes Him who sent Me has eternal life 
and will not come under judgment. (after 
completing their full tribulation through faith) 

Indeed, he has crossed over from death to life.

Truly, truly, I tell you, the hour is coming and 
has now come when the dead (those in lower 
consciousness) will hear the voice of the Son of 
God, and those who hear will live.
(quantum shift into higher consciousness) 
John 5:24-26

By design, some believe that the current world is in an overpopulated state in order to allow everyone to 
have their final judgment, by having some sort of life in accordance to their previous consciousness level 
and karmic balance. This could have started in the mid 1950s and will continue until enough people 
increase into unity consciousness, changing the world resonance into a fully higher consciousness state, 
that some predict to be somewhere around 2030 to 2050(?). When this happens, the physical higher 
consciousness world will be quite a bit less populated and more in equilibrium to accommodate those 
people, by reaching natural balance again.

"If those days had not been cut short, nobody 
would be saved. But for the sake of the elect, 

those days will be shortened."

"Don't be troubled. You trust God, now trust in me. There 
are many rooms in my Father's home, and I am going to 
prepare a place for you. If this were not so, I would tell 
you plainly. When everything is ready, I will come and get 
you, so that you will always be with me where I am." John 
14:1-4 (This happens during tribulation if completed)

Associated 

Energy Levels
******

200 
 unconscious state

(dead)

lowest levels
(outer darkness)

500 +

(quantum shift)

various  duality states 
(including purgatory)

700 +enlightenment
Christ Realm

(alive)

350 - Intellect 
(without resurrection)

Tribulation Levels
Full  Part

*  Daniel 12:10 * 

"None of the wicked will understand (are not at a high enough spiritual consciousness level), but those who are wise will understand."

Spiritual

Realm ***** change

600 +
  various unity states

(higher consciousness)

(lower consciousness)

born again
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Non-believers starting their forced tribulation and being stripped of their material items, 
without having set goals in mind and the faith needed to correct this path, will probably 
watch their life continue to spiral out of control. They will put their faith in others to lead 
them back to their old lifestyle without understanding that this period is ending for a 
reason. This is a lower consciousness belief that would need to be changed or will end up 
in disappointment during this time. There will also be those on the prosperity side (both 
teachers and followers) that have not surrendered fully and although they have a higher 
understanding of money energy within higher law of attraction rules, they are unbalanced 
with many other aspects of their consciousness that still keeps them within lower states 
with all others grounded in the lower consciousness realm.  

He said to her, "Daughter, your faith has healed you. Go in peace and be freed from your suffering." Mark 5:34 
“Disease cannot exist in a high vibration body” 

(Instead of always relying on post diagnosis treatment and medication, opportunities will be given to expand 
consciousness for spiritual growth within this type of challenge.) 

As quantum physics shows, subatomic particles are waveforms in their pure state and manifest as 
matter only when acted upon or observed. Ultimately, everything is energy vibrating at varying 
frequencies to give the impression of density. Science is now catching on to what sages and seers 
through the ages have always known – everything is energy and the higher your energy vibrates, the 
better health and happiness you will have during your life. Challenges will always take place in life 
for helping a person increase their vibration. 

Until they surrender fully to Christ, these other lower beliefs will keep them bound into lower consciousness 
realms. This is final judgment for people to see if they can maintain a higher spiritual balance to reside in the 
higher consciousness realm, or whether they need to remain in lower consciousness after this lifetime ends. 
Many are comfortable enough within lower consciousness and will therefore remain at that level after this 
lifetime ends. They will more than likely make excuses all the way till the end hoping for a different outcome.

"They will throw their money in the streets, tossing it out like worthless trash. Their silver and gold won't save 
them on that day of the LORD's anger (period of time that everyone will be experiencing their personal tribulation 
in mass who are still in lower consciousness states and haven't transformed yet). It will neither satisfy nor feed 
them, for their greed can only trip them up." At this point of separation, money will no longer matter since it 
won't buy acceptance into higher consciousness. It will probably actually keep people out of their surrendering 
period and staying in lower consciousness for as long as they can stay comfortable until it runs out. "Again I tell 
you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom 
of God." (They just aren't willing to fully surrender and lose their attachments to material items.) 

"No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, 
or he will be devoted to one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and wealth.”

These people will be separated from those moving into higher consciousness (the sheep) who will no longer 
do business with them, while allowing them room for their final judgment.  
"Don't team up with those who are unbelievers. How can righteousness be a partner with wickedness? How 
can light live with darkness?" 2 Corinthians 6:14 
This has nothing to do with discrimination between groups, but will be done in a discreet way mainly by the 
sheep and goats separation while working within man made (lower consciousness) laws. Not everyone going 
through their tribulation will recognize and become focused enough to understand what is occurring;  

This separation will be similar to a school of higher learning. In an ascending earth, it will be necessary to have a higher 
admissions requirement for this targeted group, even though in the past, lower levels were accepted. This new admissions 
policy was given many years in advance for those wanting to gain admittance into that school.

"You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons too; you cannot have a part in both the Lord's table and the table of demons."

"Seek the Kingdom of God above all else, and live righteously, and he will give you everything you need." (Be prepared for tribulation testing)
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Sticky Note
Even while these people were worshiping the LORD, they were serving their idols.To this day their children and grandchildren continue to do as their ancestors did. 2 Kings 17:41
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Sticky Note
In my personal path, I originally prayed to Jesus to find a way of taking me out of the world I was in, to spiritually move me forward. I have come to the conclusion that there are many paths for each of us that we can use in our surrendering process. Due to our individual past belief systems, although different roads, there are general items that will be worked on for each that will be similar. Many discussions will call these items initiations that must be achieved in some way to continue to the next level (continued increase in light body for increased energy levels). The initiations can be used as a measure of progress for a person focused on the spiritual path. These initiations are to take place in our higher energy bodies and may or may not be remembered with our normal body consciousness. While there are some variations to these, the basic requirements for passing the initiations before the quantum shift (ascension) would be consistent in the following.Spiritual Awakening.Purifying the body, learning to work with the energies and controlling the etheric body.Purifying and controlling the emotions as well as developing a higher emotional body.Purifying and controlling the mind as well as developing a higher mental body.Surrendering personal will to Divine Guidance.Selfless work for the greater good of humanity.Quantum Shift (ascension). These initiations can be done at different times within the process, but if a person stays focused when they seem to be stuck, something will start repeating itself in similar enough experiences to show a need to change to get past that problem. Usually at the end of each major initiation, awareness increases and a person can tell by their new perspective.Of course, an important one would be the emotional body purification in order to mentally start adjusting to a surrendering period without breaking down. Many topics would include meditation and affirmations as a way to have a routine that can put a person in peace quickly when needed. Don't worry about being persecuted for these things because a Christian has already been warned about this. What many people in lower consciousness deem as persecution, is nothing more than crimes being committed against other people who happen to be religious. No different from a crime against any other person since violence is never something that is rationally done.During this full process, I always asked for Jesus to confirm my request in trying to get to "heaven" and also asked Archangel Michael for any needed protections against negative spirits. A person is led to items that will make them comfortable in proceeding knowing that the process is working. As a person can see, this will take years and years, which is why the Bible states the following:The Cost of Discipleship…28Which of you, wishing to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost to see if he has the resources to complete it? 29Otherwise, if he lays the foundation and is unable to finish the work, everyone who sees it will ridicule him, 30saying, ‘This man could not finish what he started to build.’…Luke 14:29A person realizes somewhere during the process, that others in the past stopped before completion and started a lower consciousness form of worship. Unfortunately, many followed some of these teachings taking them for the truth. Everyone will have to decide on their own, but that is why I chose to surrender fully to Jesus in a focused way instead of following some other person currently on earth. The spirit will lead a person appropriately once they become familiar and comfortable as time goes by and their personal energy fields become stronger and stronger similar to a physical body working with weights."I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself for me." (Gal. 2:20)
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This is the real difference between a Christian and a non-Christian. A Christian will 
identify tribulation and will have the tools to proceed through it knowing that the end 
game is the quantum shift into higher consciousness (The Kingdom). Non-believers don't 
even have salvation in their vocabulary and will not consider tribulation as a possibility 
in life. They only know of life challenges and might try to push others through it 
including themselves, instead of increasing their consciousness by it. It will be easier to 
do one's personal tribulation before the end times occurs just because of the added fear 
and turmoil that will exist during the Great Tribulation.  
"strengthening the souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and saying that through 

many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God." Acts 14:22

"Because you have obeyed my command to persevere (full tribulation resulting in quantum shift into 
unity consciousness), I will protect you from the great time of testing (for all those who decided not to 
go through their personal tribulation prior to this time) that will come upon the whole world to test 
those who belong to this world (those still in lower consciousness to determine their final 
consciousness level)." Rev 3:10 

There will probably be many converts to true Christianity towards the end, since there will be enough information out on 
the internet to understand and accomplish their quantum shift.  "Patient endurance is what you need now, so that you 
will continue to do God's will. Then you will receive all that he has promised." Hebrews 10:36 

Non-Christians will only see the negatives and will probably not seek for knowledge, therefore, 
will remain at their current level of consciousness. A person will either surrender into their 
tribulation knowingly, or spiral down at even lower levels trying to force old behaviors on 
whoever they can find trying to make sense of their life.  
At this point, those who decided to wait too long to start the process (everyone has had 
multiple chances at many different times during their life) will just run out of time needed to 
achieve this, since it does take years to accomplish and not just days or months.  
"But while they were on their way to buy the oil (increase their consciousness), the bridegroom 
arrived (2nd coming). The virgins who were ready (those in higher consciousness) went in with 
him to the wedding banquet (new earth). And the door was shut (permanent separation)." 
Matthew 25:10 

"Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You shut the 
door of the kingdom of heaven in people's faces. You yourselves do not 
enter, nor will you let those enter who are trying to." Matthew 23:13

For those who increase their consciousness to continue on past end times, they will be able to work on their spiritual abilities 
while still in a physical body with others who have also achieved those levels. They will still have the opportunity to physically 
hug and kiss loved ones and live peacefully together while pursuing goals that they are interested in experiencing. They just 
won't have a lot of the distractions that are present in a lower consciousness world, with the main one being violence and war. 
And without saying, once that higher consciousness minimum level has been reached, then physical death (2nd death) no 
longer carries any meaning.  

Of the early Church Fathers, Origen says that “He who comes to be saved, comes to be saved 
through a fire” that burns away sins and worldliness like lead, leaving behind only pure gold. 

St. Ambrose of Milan speaks of a kind of "baptism of fire" (tribulation) which is located at the 
entrance to Heaven, and through which all must pass, at the end of the world (age).

"But some people have missed this whole point. They have 
turned away from these things and spend their time in 

meaningless discussions." 1 Timothy 1:6

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"For I tell you, unless your righteousness (consciousness) exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven."
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"Anyone with ears to hear must listen to the Spirit and understand what he is saying to the churches. 
Whoever is victorious will not be harmed by the second death." Rev 2:11 Book of Revelation

Those souls will always be able to live within that higher consciousness realm, and will physically return 
whenever necessary to continue learning at those levels. In-between lives, while residing in the non-
physical world, they will also exist at that higher consciousness level. So there is incentive to take the 
time and energy to go through a personal tribulation period, before Christ closes that door and that time 
period is declared finished. 

Old souls, once they are back on the program and have made their shift, will be paying off final 
karma, and they do not want to incur any more in the lower plane, so they will play it safe by 
remaining apart from the heavy drama that entertains younger souls. This will cause them to step 
back and become more of an observer during these times. This allows them the opportunity to create 
their "heaven on earth" to once again enjoy life after working through their tribulation period, while 
also allowing any needed healing to take place as they move forward.  

This is the opportunity that spiritual souls have waited lifetimes to experience by 
living through the prophetic times and experiencing the transformation from a lower 
consciousness experience into the higher consciousness world within a single lifetime.  

"They do not belong to this world any more than I do." John 17:16 

"Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man: People 
were eating and drinking, marrying and being given in marriage, up to the day Noah 
entered the ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all." 

"It was the same in the days of Lot: People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, 
planting and building. But on the day Lot left Sodom, fire and brimstone rained down from 
heaven and destroyed them all." 

“And unless the Lord had shortened those days (so that people can recognize this time to take their 
necessary actions), no life would have been saved;" 
(It will be harder for those who don't decide to increase their consciousness to remain balanced as the 
world gets closer to permanent separation. Many will start dropping out from many different ways 
since they cannot survive in an increasing energy environment in their lower consciousness state, once 
the tipping point starts to show itself. A surrendered tribulation shows natural laws in place that will aid 
in understanding how to continue post end times if a person wants to continue into a more spiritual 
ascended life, as compared to the sense driven (fallen state) life lived by the current majority.) 

"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world for a testimony 
unto all the nations (all levels of consciousness so each individual can make their own 
individual decision by free will); and then shall the end come." Matthew 24:14 
(And depending on what an individual does, once they have been exposed to the 
teachings, will be at risk as to their next free will decision. They can either go through 
their full tribulation and will make their quantum shift, or will stay the same and 
decide to remain in lower consciousness.) 

(renewing of your mind into higher consciousness)

Go rather to the lost sheep of Israel. As you go, preach this message: ‘The kingdom of heaven is near.’ Heal the sick, raise the dead, 
cleanse the lepers, drive out demons. Freely you have received; freely give. Matthew 10
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"You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart." 
 (a full surrendered tribulation into Christ realm) 

A part time effort only, results in part time 
outcomes as would be expected....... 

Associated Energy Levels 

(shared from Hawkins scale of consciousness) 

• 200: Average person living in an unconscious state (fallen state)
• 350: Intellect
• 500: Love
• 540: Joy 600: Peace
• 700-1000: Enlightenment (Higher Consciousness)

Although intellectualism can only occur in relatively higher states of awareness 
(in the 300s and 400s), its power is limited. 
(Highly intelligent people who have not made the change into unity 
consciousness and are more scientifically oriented without spiritual  balance.) 

Sadly, the average individual only moves up 5 points in their entire lifetime. However, a focused effort to move 
into higher states can lead to incredible leaps of awareness in relatively short periods of time. 
(Partial tribulation will cause a slight movement change, and a full surrendered tribulation will result in 
enlightenment and extreme consciousness changes.) 

Dr. Hawkins points out that the two greatest spiritual growth barriers seem to be at level 200 and 500. Two 
hundred, the level of courage, represents a profound shift from destructive and harmful behavior to life-promoting 
and integrous lifestyles; everything below 200 makes one go weak using kinesiology. Currently, approximately 
78% of the world’s population is below this significant level. The destructive capacity of this majority drags down 
all of mankind without the counterbalancing effect of the 22% above 200. Because the scale of consciousness is 
logarithmic, each incremental point represents a giant leap in power.   

(Permanent separation will cause a rapid decrease in the lower world 
making it the "Hell" that is described within the Bible. This will be the only 
physical option for those choosing to remain the same without spiritual 
resurrection into higher consciousness. Many good people will therefore 
choose to stop having physical lives instead of living in the fear and violence 
of lower consciousness after final judgment is dispensed. That will also keep 
that group from expanding their consciousness level while in the non-
physical realm, since a human body is the vessel that increases a person's 
consciousness. That is the main reason why most Christians always talk 
about living in eternity with Jesus and other Christian loved ones, even 
though many still haven't made their quantum shift to qualify into that 
physical realm. "So the last will be first, and the first will be last." (but only if 
they choose to open that "next" door before it is permanently shut). 
Therefore, many will be locked out of the peaceful higher consciousness 
realm that they are hoping for.)  

Daniel 12:1 Daniel 12:10

Then there will be 
a time of anguish 
greater than any 
since nations first 
came into 
existence. But at 
that time every 
one of your 
people whose 
name is written in 
the book will be 
rescued.

Many will be 
purified, cleansed, 
and refined by 
these trials. But 
the wicked will 
continue in their 
wickedness, and 
none of them will 
understand. Only 
those who are 
wise will know 
what it means.

Return to previous page

When the master of the house has 
locked the door, it will be too late. 
You will stand outside knocking and 
pleading, 'Lord, open the door for 
us!' But he will reply, 'I don't know 
you or where you come from.' 
Luke 13:25
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Sticky Note
In the futurist view of Christian eschatology, the Great Tribulation is a relatively short period of time where anyone who chose not to follow Jesus (daily surrender) up until the Rapture (in consciousness by previous personal tribulation) and was therefore left will experience worldwide hardships, disasters, famine, war, pain, and suffering, which will wipe out more than 75% of all life (both animal and human life who’s resonance isn’t high enough to reside within higher consciousness levels peacefully) in the (ascending) earth before the Second Coming takes place.I find it interesting that this number seems to coincide with Dr. Hawkins percentage of the world's current population below the 200 energy level. Some will just not be able to overcome this major spiritual energy shift and will stay in lower consciousness since they will just not be at a level to understand how to accomplish the change.



Those who are already living in higher consciousness, are continuing on in their lives, and are probably not even noticed 
since they will drop their consciousness level to those they are interacting with. They are at a spiritual level that no longer 
needs external approval or validation from others, so they have moved on into whatever service or experience they have 
chosen to continue with post tribulation. They also realize after their tribulation, that others will have to make that choice 
themselves, and then actually do it if wanted. They can only provide testimony and encouragement, but must allow each to 
make their own decision concerning their own life. They will therefore share in a way that could help others who are in the 
right place to receive this information. Even if the timeframe turns out incorrect, being spiritually resurrected during life, 
will always be the suitable choice to make. Otherwise, a person will return unconsciously back at the same level they left at, 
to try life once again until this age is officially closed, keeping them at that final level.

The patience and endurance needed for a full tribulation will be worth the effort for those eager to at least have the 
physical option of an ascended peaceful world.  Future physical lives, would therefore continue with family and friends 
who have also made their shift during this time. That is guaranteed after their quantum shift into unity consciousness, 
and after end times places them at that final level, hopefully living and growing together instead of apart.

Other topics of interest: 
Merkabah Meditation 
Multi-Dimensional Consciousness 
Multi-Dimensional Bodies 
Awakening the Christ Consciousness 
Dark Night of the Soul 
End Time Signs
Law of Attraction - "The Secret" 
Crystal Children
Spiritually Waking Up
Celestine Prophecy
Hawkins Scale of Consciousness 
Spiritual Vibrations and Frequencies (how to increase)
Initiations on the spiritual path
Self Realization 

(Always just take what is needed and no more during your seeking process. It will always be an individual experience and is not meant to be a 
competition. Many will share individual experiences to show different perspectives that might or might not help others in their path.) 

Permanent Separation 

Higher (unity) vs Lower (duality) Consciousness Click Pictures for animation

Christians are called to serve others while spreading the Gospel in appropriate ways.

"And He said to them, ‘Go into all the world 
and preach the gospel to every creature'."

https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/isaiah-24-17-earth-will-be-destroyed-holy-bible-verse.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/philippians-2-4-interests-holy-bible-verse.gif
https://sammytrust.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/1peter-1-6-be-glad-wonderful-joy-happiness-happy-holy-bible-verse.gif
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Sticky Note
Many individuals in higher consciousness, although able to teach, choose to move forward with other endeavors instead. Many people have stopped at many levels during this process throughout time and have started preaching and developing many different religions and followings. At this point, why join the crowd and add clutter to what is already easily available through Christ. At the least, a person will increase into higher consciousness if they follow and surrender to the point of unity consciousness. They can then always go a separate way outside of Christ if they also choose to stop before completion, although possibly far enough to get to the level just beneath Christ Consciousness but beyond duality consciousness.The bottom line is that a person when ready, will start their seeking process and will move forward at their own pace.People will always share who are in higher states of awareness and will always help when sincerely asked.

 
Sticky Note
THOSE LEFT BEHIND D: We have to rediscover where we came from, and why we’re here. But there was one question people have asked me, and I think you have answered part of it. That if some are taken, and some are left behind, wouldn’t those that go on to the new world notice the other members in their family were gone? These are some things I’m still trying to clarify, in our way of thinking. I have to be able to explain it to people.  J:   We understand. We understand. We understand. We will give you this explanation. We hope this helps. People are going to start falling out of people’s lives. They’re going to start noticing them falling away. Quite rapidly, now. In other words, people, family members, whoever they have been close to, just falling away, disappearing. It will all happen overnight. So by the time the shift happens, some of those people will already have fallen out of their life, will separate. Will just disappear. Not be around. So and so moved over here, left town, did this. Do you understand? D: Yes, but we could go to the police and try to find the person, or .... J:   It won’t happen that way. It will be them moving away, something happened, distancing, distancing, distancing. By the time it actually occurs, the distance will be there. Haven’t you had people fall out of your life lately? D: Yes. Of course, we could always contact them if we needed to.J:   But you won’t. That’s our point. You won’t contact them. It will just be a natural falling away. The frequencies and vibrations will no longer match, and therefore, they will fall out of your mind. The need to contact them won’t be there. D: And this means they are either staying with the old Earth, or they’re going on to the new one? J: In some cases, there have been those that have left early, and are working on the other side of the veil. You’re aware of that. But some of those that disappear, after a period of time, you think, “I wonder what happened to this person?” But you don’t have the urge to contact them like you would normally. You don’t have that driving urge, “Oh, I’m concerned, I must call. I must reach out.” It’s not the same. You find that your need to connect with them just isn’t there. It just falls away. You forget. From Dolores Cannon's The Convoluted Universe - Book Three side note - Very similar to what is described by Jesus in reference to The Goats and Sheep Separation - from different perspectives"Expel the Immoral Brother" 1 Corinthians 5I wrote you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people. I was not including the sexually immoral of this world, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters. In that case you would have to leave this world. But now I am writing you not to associate with anyone who claims to be a brother but is sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a verbal abuser, a drunkard or a swindler. With such a man do not even eat.What business of mine is it to judge those outside the church? Are you not to judge those inside (those completing their tribulation will know others who are also at that level vs those who only claim or falsely believe themselves to be in the Church)? God will judge those outside (those in lower consciousness will still be bound by karma implications although they will be dealt with in that realm and not the Christ realm since at separation, they truly exist in two different worlds). “Expel the wicked man from among you.”(During a person's surrendering process, those truly in surrender will have this occur automatically into their experience if they allow it to happen without cutting it off. A person would need to  be at a high enough awareness to know what is occurring so as to not go back to the same crowd (those still remaining in the lower consciousness energy field) after personal tribulation is finished. - the goats and sheep separation)The Sheep and the Goats31 “When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, he will sit on his glorious throne. 32 All the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 He will put the sheep (those in higher consciousness - the "alive") on his right and the goats (those in lower consciousness - the "dead") on his left.
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Declare unto us the parable of the tares of the field.

The wheat raised from the good seed is the children of the kingdom, the disciples of Christ converted by his word (through tribulation). 
The tares are not bad church members, but bad men/women (mainly by choosing to stay in their natural unconscious state instead of 
spiritually evolving during life); those who have been under the influence of the wicked one (being deceived). 

The righteous and wicked are to remain in the earth together. The righteous are not to exterminate the wicked (allow each their personal 
choice by free will). The evil (flesh) and the good (spirit) will be mixed until judgment day. Then all shall be gathered at the throne of 
judgment. The righteous shall inherit the kingdom. All that are wicked shall be cast out of the kingdom.

An eternal separation shall take place (new earth - unity higher consciousness in current ascension cycle, non-physical dimension 
spirit realm for quiet contemplation and reflection between lives, and old earth - duality lower consciousness reality (fallen state)). 

Rev 20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are 
(fallen State - duality lower consciousness), and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

Resurrection of the Dead

Spiritual rapture from lower fallen state 
levels of energy (450 or less), (the dead)

Into the higher unity levels 
of energy (600 +), (the living)

(back to page 1)

This must occur during physical life in order to 
remain at that level after physical death. 

Otherwise, people return into the spiritual non-
physical realm at the level that they finished at - 

their achieved consciousness level.

end of primary document  
******************************************************

"Consciousness" represents awareness. The inhabitants of each dimension function clearly, easily, and with a minimum of resistance within that plane because 
their consciousness vibrates in resonance with the frequency of that dimension.
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Michelangelo - The Last Judgment Sistine Chapel

Higher Consciousness Realms
(physical and non physical)

Christ Realm
and other

Peaceful Enlightened States

Purgatory
     (those living life without 

obtaining a high enough 
energy level of spiritual  

understanding)

Lower Consciousness Realms
(Intellect driven without spiritual 

balance)

700 + energy field level

400  energy field level

500 energy field level

600 energy field level

outer darkness

200 energy field level

(previous page)

body and spirit made whole 
               (quantum shift)

Jesus is Coming

Then he told me, “Do not seal up the 
words of prophecy in this book, because 
the time is near. Let the unrighteous 
continue to be unrighteous, and the vile 
continue to be vile; let the righteous 
continue to practice righteousness, and 
the holy continue to be holy.” “Behold, I 
am coming quickly, and My reward is 
with Me, to give to each person 
according to what he has done.…

Revelation 22:11

The irony could be that after last judgment 
and final separation, those who remain in 
lower consciousness will more than likely 
still worship in the same way. They will not 
believe that the rapture nor that the 
millennium ever happened, and will 
continue on as if they expect it somewhere 
in the future.......

Rev 20:10 And the devil that deceived them was 
cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where 
the beast and the false prophet are (fallen State - 
duality lower consciousness), and shall be 
tormented day and night for ever and ever.

"Consciousness" represents 
awareness. The inhabitants 
of each dimension function 
clearly, easily, and with a 
minimum of resistance within 
that plane because their 
consciousness vibrates in 
resonance with the frequency
of that dimension.
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Sticky Note
What is purgatory?Purgatory is the state of those who die in God’s friendship, assured of their eternal salvation, but who still have need of purification (baptism of fire) to enter into the happiness of “heaven”. Everyone will need to learn from their personal tribulation opportunity presented to them without exception in order to proceed into higher consciousness levels.All of these realms have been available to work through with Christ after His resurrection. False teachings during a continuous fall in consciousness, have led many to believe that it is something that happens after physical death which leads to their destruction instead of salvation. A person surrendering completely will go through the lower energies, opening up the awareness into the higher realms just like John, and Paul, and Matthew and others who reached those levels also during the early church period.“Their work will be shown for what it is, because the Day will bring it to light. It will be revealed with fire (personal tribulation period), and the fire will test the quality of each person's work.” 1 Corinthians 3:13A person who does not understand this document could easily be in this state of purgatory. They will believe everything from "But I have already been saved"  to believing this document as being written by someone who "isn't all there". They will have to live by their decision once informed which could be as simple as they just not reaching the spiritual energy levels required to reside and understand these higher teachings. A person will know if they have completed their personal tribulation into the Christ realm. One that questions this statement, has not reached it yet.

 
Sticky Note
Multidimensional Consciousness "Dimensions" are a means of organizing different planes of existence according to their vibratory rate. Each dimension has certain sets of laws and principles that are specific to the frequency of that dimension.                 "Consciousness" represents awareness. The inhabitants of each dimension function clearly, easily, and with a minimum of resistance within that plane because their consciousness vibrates in resonance with the frequency of that dimension.                 "Multidimensional Consciousness" is the ability to be "conscious" of more than one dimension. To be multidimensional in our consciousness we must remember that we have within us the potential to expand our perceptual awareness to the dimensions above and below our physical plane.                 "Unconscious" means unaware of and unable to attend to internal and/or external stimuli within the inhabitants' own dimension or within another dimension. Third dimensional humans are largely unaware of their first dimensional, second dimensional, and fourth dimensional selves. The human unconscious is best accessed through physical body messages, introspection, dreams, and meditation.                 "Conscious" means aware of and able to attend to stimuli within the inhabitants' own dimension. The third dimensional self is conscious of what can be perceived by the five physical senses of sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell.                 "Superconscious" is a higher order of consciousness of the fifth dimension and above in which the inhabitants are able to be aware of and attend stimuli of their own dimension as well as all the lower dimensions. The superconscious is innately multidimensional. The third dimensional self can become "conscious" of the superconscious through meditation, prayer, and by surrendering to the enfoldment of the higher order consciousness.by Suzan Caroll PhDJanuary 2011



1 Jesus went on from there and came to His hometown, accompanied by His disciples. 2 When the Sabbath 
came, He began to teach in the synagogue, and many who heard Him were astonished. “Where did this man 
get these ideas?” they asked. “What is this wisdom He has been given? And how can He perform such 
miracles? 3 Isn’t this the carpenter, the son of Mary and the brother of James, Joseph, Judas, and Simon? 
Aren’t His sisters here with us as well?” And they took offense at Him.

4 Then Jesus told them, “A prophet is without honor only in his hometown, among his relatives, and in his own 
household.” 5 So He could not perform any miracles there, except to lay His hands on a few of the sick and 
heal them. 6 And amazed at their unbelief, He went around teaching from village to village.

The Rejection at Nazareth
(Isaiah 61:1-11; Matthew 2:19-23; Matthew 13:53-58; Luke 2:39-40; Luke 4:16-30)

(A person realizes that others can only see from their achieved level of consciousness and also from the mirror 
that they are reflecting from. Those who hang on to bitterness and negativity associated from someone within 
their circle that is going through this surendering process, will only see what they keep within them, probably 
from an associated energy level perception from that person's past that is no longer relevant.)

It is nearly impossible for any two people to grow past a certain spiritual point together, whether it is 
spouses, parents and children, or other family type of relationships. Because of all of a person's unique 
experiences throughout life, mentally each will get to a certain point and will need lessons, or clearings, or 
something that will break them through into higher understandings. That is why separation must occur for 
this process to take place. Once stuck for a long enough time, that individual will usually then give into a 
surrendering period which will then lead them past that problem and forward again.

That is another reason for the sheep and goats separation, to move on with the anticipation that they will 
reunite with their loved ones at a later day. Others might be on a longer road in getting to those required 
higher spiritual energy levels, probably from certain lessons that must be completed first. The only way that 
a person will understand this quantum change, will be by going through the experience themselves. 
Otherwise, it will always just be an opinion only, from the vantage point of an outsider and not someone 
with direct knowledge. 

*******************************

previous page

Jesus was quite explicit about the cost of following Him. Discipleship requires a totally committed life. Not 
all of Jesus’ followers were able to make such a commitment. There were many who left Him after a while. 
“From this time many of his disciples turned back and no longer followed him” (grew weary and wanted to 
apply their personal will instead of surrendering daily life to God’s will – this is the difference between 
unity and duality living) (John 6:66).

The term Christian was never used by Jesus. The early church had other terms for themselves, such as 
“disciples” (Acts 13:52; Acts 20:1; Acts 21:4) and “saints” (Romans 1:7; 1 Corinthians 16:1; Ephesians 1:1) 
and “brothers” (1 Corinthians 1:9; 1 Peter 3:8). Difference. Paul referred to believers as "followers of the 
way" (the way to truth and salvation into heaven).
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"You also have another saying among you, and one that contains much truth: That the way which leads to 
eternal life is straight and narrow, that the door which leads thereto is likewise narrow so that, of those who 
seek salvation, few can find entrance through this door. You also have a teaching that the way which leads 
to destruction is broad, that the entrance thereto is wide, and that there are many who choose to go this 
way. And this proverb is not without its meaning. But I declare that salvation is first a matter of your 
personal choosing. Even if the door to the way of life is narrow, it is wide enough to admit all who sincerely 
seek to enter, for I am that door. And the Son will never refuse entrance to any child of the universe who, by 
faith, seeks to find the Father through the Son."

But herein is the danger to all who would postpone their entrance into the kingdom while they continue to 
pursue the pleasures of immaturity and indulge the satisfactions of selfishness: Having refused to enter the 
kingdom as a spiritual experience, they may subsequently seek entrance thereto when the glory of the 
better way becomes revealed in the age to come. And when, therefore, those who spurned the kingdom 
when I came in the likeness of humanity seek to find an entrance when it is revealed in the likeness of 
divinity, then will I say to all such selfish ones: I know not whence you are. You had your chance to prepare 
for this heavenly citizenship, but you refused all such proffers of mercy; you rejected all invitations to come 
while the door was open. Now, to you who have refused salvation, the door is shut. This door is not open to 
those who would enter the kingdom for selfish glory. Salvation is not for those who are unwilling to pay the 
price of wholehearted dedication to doing my Father's will. When in spirit and soul you have turned your 
backs upon the Father's kingdom, it is useless in mind and body to stand before this door and knock, saying, 
`Lord, open to us; we would also be great in the kingdom.' Then will I declare that you are not of my fold. I 
will not receive you to be among those who have fought the good fight of faith and won the reward of 
unselfish service in the kingdom on earth. And when you say, `Did we not eat and drink with you, and did 
you not teach in our streets?' then shall I again declare that you are spiritual strangers; that we were not 
fellow servants in the Father's ministry of mercy on earth; that I do not know you; and then shall the Judge 
of all the earth say to you: `Depart from us, all you who have taken delight in the works of iniquity.'

"But fear not; every one who sincerely desires to find eternal life by entrance into the kingdom of God shall 
certainly find such everlasting salvation. But you who refuse this salvation will some day see the prophets of 
the seed of Abraham sit down with the believers of the gentile nations in this glorified kingdom to partake 
of the bread of life and to refresh themselves with the water thereof. And they who shall thus take the 
kingdom in spiritual power and by the persistent assaults of living faith will come from the north and the 
south and from the east and the west. And, behold, many who are first will be last, and those who are last
will many times be first."

The narrow door to Salvation  - During a Time Period of Materialism previous page

the tombs opened; and many of God's people who 
were asleep in death (lower consciousness) awoke.

Everyone will have an opportunity to spiritually awaken. If a person chooses to stay in abundance during that time, 
without following Jesus through their tribulation into higher consciousness when presented through one of the many 
ways, then they could easily be the ones spoken of in  Matthew 7:23      "But I will reply, that I never knew you."

Whoever says, "I know him," but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth is not in that person. 1 John 2:4

" Awake you that sleep, and arise from the dead (lower consciousness), and Christ shall give you light (into higher 
consciousness)". Ephesians 5:14
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Sticky Note
Those who rise (spiritual rebirth into higher consciousness, awakening their Christ Spirit) in the first resurrection at the beginning of this thousand-year period are the righteous (those surrendering into unity consciousness); they will be with the Lord during the millennium. The wicked (those remaining in fallen state consciousness) rise in the second resurrection (will be given an additional opportunity to surrender into Christ Consciousness initiations) at the end of the thousand years. This verse also speaks of a second death, that will not affect the righteous (those in Christ Consciousness). The wicked (lower consciousness), therefore, will die a second time (if they decide not to surrender into their initiations to spiritually raise themselves permanently from lower into higher consciousness). They will die a death from which there will be no resurrection (will remain in lower consciousness for the rest of their human lives, therefore being left behind by their own choice).It must be said that there will naturally be a testing of the faith of an initiate and that part of the process of initiation are the ordeals that precede fruition. They are as labor pains in the birth of the Holy part of the joy of rebirth in the Holy Spirit. One who is unwilling to undergo the pains of labor is unwilling to experience the joy of the birth of the Christ-self, and surely there shall be no birth without also the pains of labor. You must bear in mind, in the midst of the ordeals that come, that, when the Holy Child is born in you, all suffering shall swiftly be forgotten and there will come a perfect peace and delight. Gospel according to Thomas
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Higher Consciousness Realms
(physical and non physical)

Christ Realm
and other

Peaceful Enlightened States

outer darkness

(previous page)

body and spirit made whole 
               (quantum shift)

Permanent Separation after Last Judgment

New Earth

Lower Consciousness Realms
(physical and non physical)

Old Earth

Energy Level Requirements

Full Tribulation
needed for single lifetime- 
major energy level change

(unity consciousness)

Partial Tribulation
(duality consciousness)

You must not bow down to them or worship them, for I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God who will not tolerate your affection for 
any other gods (worship of money and materialism included). I lay the sins of the parents upon their children; the entire family is 

affected--even children in the third and fourth generations of those who reject me.
Exodus 20:5

(previous page)

Individual judgments are given after tribulation 
periods.

This is done whether conscious of it or not.

People are then placed within their proper 
realm according to their spiritual energy level .

Final judgment will leave them at that last 
associated realm permanently, putting an end 
to the previous age.

Rapture in Consciousness will 
occur pre, mid, or post 
depending on the sincerity of 
the individual and what is 
individually appropriate and 
necessary for reaching the 
soul goals identified during 
this time.

************

But in keeping with his 
promise we are looking 

forward to a new heaven 
and a new earth, where 

righteousness dwells.
2 Peter 3:13

************

'And I will judge the nation to which they will 
be in bondage,' said God, 'and after that will 
they come out, and serve me in this place.'

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________ __________
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Michelangelo - The Last Judgment Sistine Chapel

Higher Consciousness Realms 
(physical and non physical) 

Christ Realm
and other

Peaceful Enlightened States

Purgatory
     (those living life without 

obtaining a high enough 
energy level of spiritual  

understanding)

Lower Consciousness Realms 
(Intellect driven without spiritual 

balance)

700 + energy field level

400  energy field level

Realm***************Change 

500 energy field level

************************

outer darkness

200 energy field level

600 energy field level 

body and spirit made whole 
               (quantum shift)

Associated
Spiritual 

Energy Levels

Fallen State Levels

Full Tribulation

(Partial Tribulation)

End Times = Last lifetime opportunity to increase spiritual levels into the Christ Realm

• 200: Average person living in an unconscious state (fallen state)
• 350: Intellect
• 500: Love
• 540: Joy 600: Peace
• 700-1000: Enlightenment (Higher Consciousness)
Although intellectualism can only occur in relatively higher states of awareness
(in the 300s and 400s), its power is limited.
(Highly intelligent people who have not made the change into unity
consciousness and are more scientifically oriented without spiritual balance.)
Sadly, the average individual only moves up 5 points in their entire lifetime. However, a focused effort to move
into higher states can lead to incredible leaps of awareness in relatively short periods of time.
(Partial tribulation will cause a slight movement change, and a full surrendered tribulation will result in
enlightenment and extreme consciousness changes.)
Dr. Hawkins points out that the two greatest spiritual growth barriers seem to be at level 200 and 500. Two
hundred, the level of courage, represents a profound shift from destructive and harmful behavior to life-promoting
and integrous lifestyles; everything below 200 makes one go weak using kinesiology. Currently, approximately
78% of the world’s population is below this significant level. The destructive capacity of this majority drags down
all of mankind without the counterbalancing effect of the 22% above 200. Because the scale of consciousness is
logarithmic, each incremental point represents a giant leap in power.

(Hawkins scale of consciousness)

Intellect 
(without spiritual resurrection)

Permanent separation will cause a rapid decrease in the lower world making it the "Hell" that is described 
within the Bible. This will be the only physical option for those choosing to remain the same without 
spiritual resurrection into higher consciousness. Many good people will therefore choose to stop having 
physical lives instead of living in the fear and violence of lower consciousness after final judgment is 
dispensed. That will also keep that group from expanding their consciousness level while in the nonphysical 
realm, since a human body is the vessel that increases a person's consciousness.

Tribulation
Full   Partial

Resurrection of the "Dead" by spiritual rapture into the Christ Realm by a Full Tribulation

"dead"

"alive"

previous page

'And I will judge the nation to which they will 
be in bondage,' said God, 'and after that will 
they come out, and serve me in this place.'

______________________________________ _____________________________
"Nothing evil will be allowed to enter"

Rev 21:27

"none of them will understand"
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The Book of Revelation

In the book of Revelation, John is shown in meditation while receiving different levels of consciousness (the 
different Churches) and their impact on believers. It is meant to show levels of faith from different needed 
points of progression within the surrendering process (through the living God). Everyone who surrenders into 
their personal tribulation, will be shown through different experiences within their life something related to 
these individual "Churches" that will allow an understanding of their meanings. ("This is the covenant I will 
make with them after that time, says the Lord. I will put my laws in their hearts, and I will write them on their 
minds." Hebrews 10:16)

Differences between the Churches are related to awareness and spiritual energy levels as to what can be 
understood about them. Zero understanding would be related to a person still existing within a "babe" in that 
spiritual state, while a fullness in understanding would be related to a person closer to or within an 
"enlightened" state. Of course, how a person addresses themselves to others by speaking or title, doesn't really 
matter since everything relates to a person's individual level of consciousness and their level of spiritual energy.

This will all be determined from sincerity and the length of time devoted in a person's personal tribulation 
period. A person will either work towards full completion or will stop somewhere along a partial tribulation that 
they have devoted themselves to. Some will decide not to go through a focused tribulation at all. People who 
do not call themselves Christians, are not expected to understand this, but true believers calling themselves  
followers of Christ, will be held to this standard during their Last Judgment. This does relate to where a person 
will go into the spiritual realm upon physical death. Christians and non Christians will go to different places once 
they leave their bodies. "Then I will tell them plainly, I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoers!"

previous page

The Beast from the Sea
…And all who dwell on the earth
will worship the beast—all whose 
names have not been written 
from the foundation of the world 
in the book of life of the Lamb 
who was slain. He who has an ear, 
let him hear. “If anyone is 
destined for captivity, into 
captivity he will go; If anyone is to 
die by the sword, by the sword he 
must be killed.” Here is a call for 
the perseverance and faith of the 
saints.…

________________________________________________________________________
Revelation

Last 
Judgment

Higher Consciousness

Lower Consciousness

He required everyone--small and great, rich 
and poor, free and slave--to be given a mark 
on the right hand or on the forehead. 
(lower or higher  consciousness)

They have kept themselves as pure 
as virgins, following the Lamb 
wherever he goes (complete 
surrender through a full tribulation). 
They have been purchased from 
among the people on the earth as a 
special offering to God and to the 
Lamb.

Blessed are those who are invited 
to the wedding feast of the Lamb

These higher teachings require a full 
surrendering for understanding to occur.
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Spiritual Awakening

Spiritual awakening refers to a shift in consciousness, an apperception of reality which had been previously unrealized. The culmination 
of such realizations is in the recognition of oneness with all of existence.

Over the course of human history there has existed a timeless wisdom - a deep and profound realization of the ground state of being; 
the unconditioned source of all existence.

Over time, many great teachers have come to embody this wisdom, some of note include Jesus (the Christ), Siddhartha Gautama (the 
Buddha), Lao-Tzu, and Krishna - though there have been many more.

The core message has been the same, that absolute truth is beyond all the concepts and beliefs of man, that underlying apparent 
differences is fundamental oneness, and that your true nature is whole, unbounded and everlasting.

All form arises from pure potentiality; the sages referred to this as emptiness, the Tao, Brahman, Allah, God - while science may refer to 
it as the implicate order or the zero point field.

By any name, the words point to an intangible energetic essence that transitions from possibility and timelessness to actualization, 
where experience occurs through the rich diversity of form.

To be on a path to spiritual awakening is more accurate.

Could enlightenment be the same as being born again or resurrected?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

answer shared from Ho-Sheng Hsiao

Enlightenment has a lot of meanings depending on who you ask. So I'll pick one: there is one particular insight that is 
significant and changes your perspective on things. This is the insight of Emptiness. It's not something that can be talked 
about, but it can be "experienced". If you're talking to a Buddhist practicing sutra -- which is what most people think of 
Buddhism is anyways -- then enlightenment refers to that insight of Emptiness.

Having tasted or remembered emptiness, you start seeing implications. You see a lot of ideas you have are conditioned 
into you, and do not follow the natural way. These conditioned ideas are conventional ideas-- this includes conventional 
ideas on what "enlightenment" is, what being "born again" is, and what being "resurrected" is. You probably know what 
these conventional ideas are, and I won't bother to discuss them here.

A genuine "born again" experience is either an opening of your heart or opening of your crown to the realization of the 
Divine. It is a mystical experience that is difficult to put into words, ironic given that the Christian doctrine from the 
Vatican is to not rely on mystical experiences when preaching. While the term is used in the US to refer to those of the 
Christian faith, this type of awakening happens among those of other faiths as well. It's simply a matter of which face of 
the Beloved you have opened up to, be that God, Jesus, Allah, Krishna, Kali, Tara, etc. The Sanskrit words for the practice 
to awaken this is called bhakti yoga. 

There is a strong tendency for those who have had the "born again" experience to want to preach. It's because this 
experience is so astounding, you want to share it with everyone ... whether they want to hear it or not. The bliss arising 
from the profound love that comes pouring in and out helps you realize that you are a spiritual being, and that even you, 
for whatever you have done or deserved, or not deserved, can walk this path, even through darkness and suffering.

The "born again" experience is the opening of the first door. It's the opening of your spiritual compass, your heart, such 
that it will lead you to further spiritual growth. If you've done nothing else in this lifetime except to open that door, you've 
accomplished quite a bit -- from here on out, you can listen to this inner guidance on where to go. It doesn't mean that 
you are sinless or have divested yourself of pride or ignorance. On the other hand, you would understand the first half of 
this teaching: "Being loved gives you strength. Loving someone gives you courage." 

This "born again" experience, the opening of your spiritual compass, will eventually lead to enlightenment -- at least, the 
first insight of Emptiness. It is the start of a deep journey of transformation, and your faith will be tested. It might take 
multiple lifetimes -- but, having surrendered to the Beloved, it doesn't matter.

I also want to make this clear: it isn't necessary for someone aspiring to Emptiness to first have a "born again" experience. 
But it is very helpful for some people.

"Resurrection" is often used as an example of a miracle. The purpose of miracles is to inspire someone that there is 
something more than what you know. A preacher that is humble in his faith will not necessarily try to get you to believe in 
his face of the Beloved, but to inspire your own journey to your face of the Beloved, and will likely try to tell stories of 
miracles in order to do so.

However, "resurrection" refers to deeper teachings beyond Emptiness. It refers to coming into Wholeness and Ascension, 
something you can't even approach without having first remembered emptiness.

previous page
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Sticky Note
Many are currently awakening to determine where they will spiritually go next. Some will choose to disregard this change and will choose to remain the same instead, (by their free will) and will remain in lower consciousness.Others will become awakened from many different ways that will probably bring them back to their original spiritual families. This will be the reason why some will migrate towards some religious teachings while others will move in a different direction. All of the peaceful ways will be in higher consciousness regardless. This is the reason for acceptance of all religious practices.Each person will find their way to where they belong by surrendering into the place they are led to, becoming reunited with their destined spiritual family.
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Last Judgment 
and 

Eternal Separation

"Nothing evil will be allowed to enter" Rev 21:27

"none of them 
      will understand"

Daniel 12:10

The Final Judgment

…The sea gave up its dead, 
Death and Hades gave up their 
dead, and each one was judged 
according to his deeds. Then 
Death and Hades were thrown 
into the lake of fire. This is the 
second death — the lake of fire. 
And if anyone was found whose 
name was not written in the book 
of life, he was thrown into the lake 
of fire.…

"Although they claimed to be wise, 
they became fools" Romans 1:22

"those who are pure in their own 
eyes and yet are not cleansed of 
their filth;" Proverbs 30:12

But Abraham replied, ‘Son, remember 
that in your lifetime you received your 
good things, while Lazarus received bad 
things (allowed for tribulation testing by 
the horsemen), but now he is comforted 
here and you are in agony. And besides 
all this, between us and you a great 
chasm has been set in place, so that 
those who want to go from here to you 
cannot, nor can anyone cross over from 
there to us.’ (realm change from lower 
into higher consciousness)

previous page
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Sticky Note
Degrees of Glory - Joseph SmithIn the resurrection of the body (body and spirit made whole), they are assigned to different degrees of glory commensurate with the law they have obeyed. Many will not be aware of these consciousness differences unless they have obtained the higher ones, since they will only be able to understand once they have met all of the requirements within those higher consciousness realms to live fully within all of them. Those not utilizing their multi dimensional bodies will only believe a person exists within one realm only. Therefore, they are still residing within the dark without enough light.There are three (3) kingdoms of glory:(1) the celestial (5th dimension unity Christ Consciousness - All who attain this kingdom "shall dwell in the presence of God and his Christ forever and ever"- higher consciousness).The celestial kingdom will be the residence of those who have been righteous, accepted the teachings of Jesus Christ, and made and lived up to all of the required ordinances and covenants.  They have made their quantum shift during their physical life. The celestial kingdom is the permanent residence of God the Father and Jesus Christ.(2) the terrestrial (4th dimension unity and duality consciousness)Those who will inhabit the terrestrial kingdom include those who lived respectably but "were blinded by the craftiness of men" and thus rejected the fullness of the gospel of Jesus Christ when it was presented to them during their mortal lives.(3) telestial (3rd dimension duality consciousness “dead in Christ” - lower consciousness).Those who will inhabit the telestial kingdom include those "who received not the gospel of Christ, nor the testimony of Jesus." It will also include "liars, and sorcerers, and adulterers, and whoremongers, and whosoever loves and makes a lie. These are the people who are immersed into their 3rd dimensional reality only and have not pursued any type of spirituality in a meaningful way to expand their knowledge outside of their intellect.The apostle Paul spoke of three glories, differing from one another as the sun, moon, and stars differ in brilliance.(this all occurs after spiritual rebirth and personal judgment while in a resurrected physical body through a person’s achieved level of consciousness whether a person is aware of it or not (spiritually alive or “dead” during life)).Final end times judgment occurs later after all have been exposed and preached to about the Gospel in some way.
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